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FOR YEARS, POLITICAL PUNDITS HAVE SPECULATED ABOUT when the United States would elect its first woman president. Even though twelve women have made serious bids for the presidency in the past 130 years, most predictions and analysis have focused on just one woman—Hillary Clinton. She has now run for president twice, losing the Democratic nomination to Barack Obama in 2008 and the presidency to Donald Trump in 2016. While there is no simple explanation for why Clinton lost in 2016, gender most likely played a role, which provides many lessons for future women candidates now that a major political party has nominated a woman for president. In addition, the outcome of the 2016 presidential election has influenced the current political environment in significant ways regarding issues relevant to women (the #MeToo Movement, the Women’s March, etc.), as well as promoted many women candidates in both parties and at all levels of government. Proof of that trend can be found in the outcome of the 2018 midterm elections, which saw record-breaking numbers of women running for and winning political office at both the national and state level. At the start of 2019, there were more women than ever before serving in Congress, with 25 in the Senate and 102 in the House of Representatives (and Nancy Pelosi returning to the position of Speaker of the House with Democratic control of the chamber).¹ Looking ahead to future presidential campaigns, will one or both of the next two presidential campaigns move the idea of electing a woman as president beyond a talking point and into reality?

¹。（検出）
Both the 2020 and 2024 presidential elections promise to be groundbreaking, with more women candidates than ever before seeking the White House. For 2020, the prospective Democratic field of challengers ready to take on Trump, assuming he is the Republican nominee, included several women. US senator Elizabeth Warren of Massachusetts became the first to announce an exploratory committee on December 31, 2017, nearly two years before Election Day (she would officially announce her campaign less than two months later). Within days, US representative Tulsi Gabbard of Hawaii announced that she would run for president, followed by US senator Kirsten Gillibrand of New York, US senator Kamala Harris of California, and US senator Amy Klobuchar of Minnesota. In addition, author, lecturer, and activist Marianne Williamson announced her candidacy for the Democratic nomination in November 2018. Other potential candidates included 2018 Georgia gubernatorial nominee Stacey Abrams, along with a few celebrity candidates like Oprah Winfrey and Angelina Jolie. And let’s not forget 2016 presidential nominee, Hillary Clinton, who said in an October 2018 interview when asked if she wants to run again, “No. . . . Well, I’d like to be president,” continuing to fuel speculation that she has not ruled out the possibility of running for president a third time.²

On the Republican side, with Trump as the presumed nominee for a second term, more speculation is being given to potential Republican women candidates in 2024. Former United Nations ambassador and South Carolina governor Nikki Haley is at the top of the list. When Haley announced she was stepping down from her post at the UN in October 2018, speculation in the news media began immediately that Haley was planning a presidential run in 2020. While not specifying her future plans, Haley responded that she would be campaigning for Trump in 2020. A Washington Post columnist pointed out that Haley, at 46, was the same age as George H. W. Bush when he left the position of UN ambassador, and he was the only person to ever hold the post and then be elected president.³ Haley is also considered a potential candidate for US Senate in South Carolina, or a possible running mate to Trump in 2020 should he decide to replace Vice President Mike Pence on the Republican ticket.⁴ Other Republican women who are potential candidates for future presidential and/or vice presidential runs include US Senator Marsha Blackburn of Tennessee (elected in 2018 after serving sixteen years in the House), US Senator Joni Ernst of Iowa, and Governor Kim Reynolds of Iowa.
For those ready to see a woman elected president, the good news is that the United States is seeing the largest ever field of declared and potential women candidates for president in the next two campaign cycles. That so many women are running, considering running, or have the news media speculating that they might run, suggests that women presidential candidates are not the anomaly they used to be. The 2020 Democratic primary alone has made the idea of female presidential candidates the new normal; the six women running also bring diversity in terms of ideology by ranging from moderate to progressive within the Democratic Party, representing different regions of the country, and bringing varied professional and life experiences to their campaigns.

It was not that long ago when any woman even thinking about running for president would automatically be labeled a political oddity, as when US representative Patricia Schroeder (D-CO) publicly considered a run in 1988 until announcing otherwise. More than a decade would pass until any other women presidential candidates would emerge. However, the campaigns of both Elizabeth Dole (former cabinet member in the Ronald Reagan and George H. W. Bush administrations) in 2000 and Carol Moseley Braun (former US senator from Illinois) in 2004 would not make it past the prenomination period, with both ending their campaigns before any voting took place. In 2008, Clinton would continue the trend of just one woman entering the race for the White House, despite intense media speculation in 2005–2006 that Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice would seek the Republican Party nomination. Clinton would become the first woman candidate to win a presidential primary contest (after winning the 2008 New Hampshire primary, she would go on to win 21 other state contests), though she would lose the Democratic nomination in a closely contested battle to Obama. US representative Michele Bachmann (R-MN) was the only woman to run in 2012 but dropped out of the race after finishing sixth in the Iowa caucuses.

The 2016 presidential campaign made history when Democrats selected Clinton as the first woman nominated for president from a major party. In addition, that year, for the first time, a woman ran for president for both the Democratic and Republican parties. Former Hewlett-Packard chief executive officer (CEO) Carly Fiorina was the only woman in the crowded Republican field, focusing on her corporate experience and the need to put a non-career politician in the White House. However, Fiorina would end her campaign in February 2016, after failing to earn significant voter support in the early contests of Iowa and New Hampshire.
Despite the progress made by these women and many others in seeking political office, the United States still lags behind several other countries, some with much more conservative political cultures, in electing women to executive leadership positions. Although no other national system of government matches the constitutional uniqueness found within the US system of government, several other countries have nevertheless had female prime ministers and presidents. In addition, as of 2018, the United States ranked 103rd globally in the number of women who hold seats in a national legislature or parliament. Much progress is still needed in electing women at all levels of government in the United States, as well as in expanding the field of presidential contenders to include numerous women in both parties and from all ideological perspectives. While the office of the presidency is unique in both constitutional design and institutional structure, understanding the role that gender has played within the broader context of women running for and winning political office at all levels of government is instructive when looking ahead to the 2020 and 2024 election cycles. Those issues worth exploring to determine the viability of finally electing “madam president” include Clinton’s legacy as a presidential candidate; whether the current political environment changes the conventional wisdom about barriers that may exist for women presidential candidates; and why the lack of women vice-presidential candidates, as well as the number of women governors, matters.

**Hillary Clinton: Lessons and Legacies**

Heading into Election Day 2016, nearly every poll, pundit, and political expert predicted an easy victory for Clinton against Trump. Had those predictions been accurate, her presidency would have been historic. Following Obama’s election in 2008, it would have marked two presidencies in a row that shattered the long-held tradition of only white men occupying the White House. The symbolism of Clinton as the first woman president would have resonated worldwide as a national mark of progress for American women in all walks of life. However, that narrative was destroyed when, despite losing the popular vote to Clinton by 3 million, Trump won the electoral college by a margin of 304 to 227.

Despite the name recognition and fundraising advantages that Clinton enjoyed, many experts overlooked flaws in the Clinton campaign strategy and did not fully comprehend the antiestablishment mood
among the electorate in 2016 that allowed an outsider like Trump to win both the Republican nomination and eventually the presidency. Additionally, she faced substantial sexism from news media, Trump, Trump surrogates, and voters across the political spectrum as the first woman in the general election contest. Furthermore, the long-running narrative in news media coverage that Clinton would become the first woman president, dating back to Bill Clinton’s presidency, may have hindered both of her presidential campaigns more than it helped. Her election to the US Senate in 2000, the last year of her husband’s administration, was framed as a stepping-stone to the White House. When Clinton passed up the opportunity to run in 2004 and challenge incumbent president George W. Bush, she became the immediate Democratic front-runner for 2008. The inevitability of Clinton becoming the first woman president only began to seriously erode once Obama won an upset victory in the Iowa caucuses in January 2008. After Super Tuesday in February 2008, Obama’s momentum continued to build as he consistently won more state contests, and ultimately delegates, than Clinton did. She finally conceded the race in June 2008, declared that fall while campaigning for Obama that she would not run for president again, and served as secretary of state during Obama’s first term.

Clinton declared her second campaign for the White House in April 2015, starting as the clear front-runner and presumptive Democratic nominee. That stood in stark contrast to the Republican nomination battle, with an initial field of seventeen candidates that some predicted would last until the party’s convention. Instead, the strong antiestablishment mood in the country helped Trump, a real estate mogul and reality television star with no political experience, to wrap up the Republican nomination in early May, while Clinton struggled to fend off the surprisingly strong challenge from US senator Bernie Sanders of Vermont. Clinton finally secured the Democratic nomination following a win in the California primary in June, but Sanders won a total of 22 primary and caucus contests, won 1,879 delegates (of the 4,765 available), and raised a total of $222 million. The 2016 campaign had moments of déjà vu for Clinton as challenges—both real and potential—threatened to alter her inevitability narrative. Clinton faced scrutiny, as well as an investigation by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), over her use of a private e-mail server while secretary of state (2009–2013), and other news stories focused on potential conflicts of interest involving contributions to the Clinton Global Initiative and speaking fees that both she and Bill Clinton received. Despite her long résumé of public
service, Clinton struggled in the categories of honesty and trustworthiness in public opinion polls. Even the narrative of becoming the first woman president didn’t seem to work for her campaign; in May 2016, campaign research conducted by EMILY’s List found that the Clinton campaign should “de-emphasize the ‘first’ talk” with voters and donors since “they already know she’d be the first woman president, but we don’t get anything by reminding them.” The potential to make history did not resonate with younger women, who throughout the Democratic primaries overwhelmingly supported Sanders and his more progressive agenda over Clinton.

During the general election, and particularly the three presidential debates, personal and political attacks dominated the contest between Clinton and Trump. For months, Trump had referred to Clinton as “Crooked Hillary,” and his supporters would chant “lock her up” and “Trump That Bitch” at each of his public rallies. Clinton had a headline-grabbing moment that also contributed to the divisiveness when she stated the following at a fundraising event: “You know, just to be grossly generalistic, you could put half of Trump’s supporters into what I call the basket of deplorables. They’re racist, sexist, homophobic, xenophobic, Islamaphobic—you name it.” The strong antiestablishment mood among the electorate, along with miscalculations by the Clinton campaign in messaging and tactics (including her lack of attention to so-called rust belt states like Wisconsin, Michigan, and Pennsylvania that her campaign took for granted would remain in the Democratic column), contributed to the Trump victory.

There has long been an assumption that “a viable woman presidential candidate (that is, a candidate who could legitimately compete in primaries and caucuses and have a real chance at her party’s nomination) would help to further break down barriers for woman candidates at all levels of government.” While Clinton was certainly the most viable woman presidential candidate to date, she and her campaign also had many inherent flaws, among them strategic missteps as well as the personal and political baggage she brought to her campaign. Recent research suggests that while women are no longer considered token candidates, they still benefit from their outsider status among voters, who tend to view candidates who are newer to the political process as more trustworthy and capable of bringing change to the political system. In a strong antiestablishment political environment like 2016, Clinton’s long government résumé worked against her; her claims that she was the real antiestablishment candidate because of her gender rang hollow with many
voters. Women candidates can be judged more harshly as “politicians” as opposed to “women,” and while to be judged as a “leader” and not as a “lady” may not always be positive, it shows that in this category, women and men are judged by similar standards.\textsuperscript{13}

In the inevitable postmortem of the 2016 campaign, numerous flaws in Clinton’s strategy became obvious to those analyzing how she could have lost to Trump. Perhaps one of the most revelatory assessments came from journalists Jonathan Allen and Amie Parnes, whose 2017 book \textit{Shattered: Inside Hillary Clinton’s Doomed Campaign} relied on insider access throughout 2015–2016 to show how the public narrative of the inevitability of a Clinton victory stood in stark contrast to the actual day-to-day workings of the campaign. Referring to the campaign as “spirit-crushing” to staffers who struggled with the numerous strategic missteps, several key points emerged to explain why Clinton lost, including infighting among campaign staff, misallocation of campaign resources, overly optimistic reliance on voting data, and a lack of a coherent vision for why she was running. This failure to address some of the same missteps that had occurred in 2008 would haunt her second run for the White House, in part because of her own inherent flaws as a presidential candidate: “And yet what Hillary couldn’t quite see is that no matter how she recast the supporting roles in this production, or emphasized different parts of the script, the main character hadn’t changed.”\textsuperscript{14} In her own book, \textit{What Happened}, Clinton argued that sexism and several other factors played a role, such as “the audacious information warfare waged from the Kremlin, the unprecedented intervention in our election by the director of the FBI, a political press that told voters that my emails were the most important story, and deep currents of anger and resentment flowing through our culture.”\textsuperscript{15}

Regardless of why she lost, and despite the bitter disappointment of many of her supporters, Clinton’s nomination marked an important milestone in moving closer to electing a woman president and in helping to shape the political environment in upcoming presidential campaigns.

\textbf{The Political Environment: Conventional Wisdom vs. Reality}

As the discussion has evolved during the past three decades, conventional wisdom often suggests that women presidential candidates still face an uphill battle. The presumed barriers include the inherent masculinity of
the office of the presidency, prevalent negative stereotypes of women leaders, gender bias in news coverage of woman politicians, and a lack of potential women candidates due to so few women holding political positions. Yet, as I have argued elsewhere, the conventional wisdom on this topic often comes from media talking points and opinion writers as opposed to a substantive understanding of the constitutional and institutional factors that shape presidential campaigns. Gender may be an important factor in assessing the viability of a woman presidential candidate, but it is not the only one. While being a woman running for president may require a unique strategy in fundraising, messaging, and creating a narrative that presents a strong leader capable of handling the job of president, these strategic areas “are not permanent structural barriers that stop a woman from winning the White House.” Several factors, both permanent and fluid, shape the political environment of each presidential campaign. Let’s consider the factors that might be significant in the next two campaign cycles.

First, it is always important to begin with the constitutional requirements for the office of the presidency—being at least 35 years old, a 14-year US resident, and a natural-born citizen. No other formal criteria exist to run for president, but several informal qualifications have always limited the pool of potential nominees. Until Obama’s success in 2008, all presidential candidates from the two major parties had been white, male, and almost exclusively Protestant. The health and age of the candidate, as well as family ties and personal relationships (particularly marital status and fidelity) have generally been important characteristics for candidates. The notion of “leadership,” which is often defined on male terms, is also considered. Through the traditional interpretation of our national history, a male-dominated view of leadership has been indoctrinated into the consciousness of most Americans, which in turn, affects how voters might view aspiring women leaders; this can leave women with a “double standard and a double bind” as men are still more readily accepted as leaders than women.

Gender stereotypes also matter and can influence how women candidates and their campaigns are covered in the news media. Potential women presidential and vice-presidential candidates have not always been portrayed as authoritative or as strong leaders in the press, and early research on this topic found that women candidates were indeed hurt by negative stereotypes and/or being portrayed as merely an anomaly. For example, Elizabeth Dole’s coverage in 1999 “was covered more as a novelty than a serious candidate,” what the White House Project
referred to as the “hair, hemlines, and husbands” approach to coverage. Other studies showed this trend of gender bias, making gender a significant, and not always positive, label in news media coverage for women candidates. More recent studies have shown that presidential elections are “gendered” spaces that focus on masculinity, toughness, and “presidential timber.” While the candidacies of Clinton in 2008, Bachmann in 2012, and both Clinton and Fiorina in 2016 helped shift the definition of masculinity, more progress is needed to “regender” presidential campaigns to gain acceptance for a variety of leadership styles that do not evoke hypermasculinity.

Since 2008, news media emphasis on a candidate’s sex, appearance, marital status, and masculine issues “still haunts female candidates,” and new media (online and social media sites) has included some of the most offensive and sexist coverage, as the “online universe of political commentary operates outside of traditional media editorial boundaries and is sometimes incisive but often offensive and unsubstantiated.”

Although Clinton’s presidential campaigns are the best case studies to determine the effect of gender stereotypes on news coverage, they are also problematic given her front-runner status in the prenomination and early primary stages in 2008 and throughout 2016, as front-runners tend to get more coverage, including more negative coverage, than less viable candidates. In 2008, Clinton’s campaign was “not a simple story of media bias or sexism” as it presented three interlocking factors: the role of gender in presidential politics, contemporary media norms and routines, and the individual candidate and her particular political context. Clinton had “unique assets and liabilities”; she was the most viable woman presidential candidate in US history, but she was also “a particular female candidate with a particular political history who faced a particular political context. . . . Clinton’s challenges were not just those faced by women politicians in general, but very specific to Clinton’s own personal and political history.” These factors were certainly at play throughout the 2016 campaign as well. While it is still too early to have reliable empirical data to show how media coverage or gender stereotypes may have influenced the outcome of the 2018 midterm elections, we do know that the number of women running and winning in that campaign cycle shifted the narrative for women candidates in a more positive way than perhaps ever before.

Relatedly, public opinion in recent years suggests support for electing a woman president, at least in theory. However, in the two years following 9/11, support for electing a woman president in polling had
declined, suggesting that women face tougher public scrutiny during times of war.\textsuperscript{27} In addition, while public opinion polls consistently show support for a qualified female presidential candidate, there is evidence to suggest that responses to this polling question may suffer from “social desirability effects”—that is, respondents may be purposely giving false answers to avoid violating societal norms.\textsuperscript{28} Research has also shown that the gender, education, and political ideology of the respondents in polls about electing a woman president seem to be the most prominent factors that shape public opinion, followed by age, race, and party identification.\textsuperscript{29}

It is important to bear in mind that polling results in the last few years have not been consistently reliable, especially regarding Clinton’s chances of winning the presidency in 2016. Nearly every pollster and political pundit predicted a Clinton victory, with the odds ranging from 70 to 99 percent on Election Day. Several factors contributed to this, including nonresponse bias (pollsters find certain voters, like those who have more negative views of government and the political establishment, harder to reach); the number of respondents who were “shy-Trumpers” (voters who were not comfortable admitting their support for Trump); and methodological flaws in modeling to determine likely voters (many models were based on the 2012 electorate, which did not accurately represent 2016).\textsuperscript{30} Then again, Clinton never consistently fared well with favorability ratings in public opinion polls in her time as First Lady, US senator, secretary of state, and presidential candidate. An analysis of polls show that Clinton is perceived most favorably in a nonpolitical context; her highest rating of 66 percent favorability came during Bill Clinton’s scandals in 1998 and in 2013 when she ended her tenure as secretary of state and had yet to reenter the political arena.\textsuperscript{31} Given that no future woman presidential candidate will model Clinton’s political and personal experiences (both good and bad) on the global stage, this does not suggest that a gender-specific barrier exists for women candidates regarding polling and public approval.

The “woman as president” theme has also continued to appear with regularity within pop culture, which supports the changing narrative of women seeking higher elective office. For example, in the buildup to Clinton’s first campaign in 2008, the ABC show Commander in Chief introduced the American television audience to President Mackenzie Allen, an Independent vice president to a Republican president who dies in office. Portrayed by Oscar-winner Geena Davis,
President Allen faces many domestic and international crises during her accidental presidency, all the while juggling the demands of a husband, three children, and a widowed mother who all live together in the White House. However, despite the media hype, early high ratings, and Davis’s Emmy nomination and Golden Globe win for Best Actress in a Drama Series in 2006, the show was canceled after just one season due to low ratings. Since then, American movie and television viewers have seen many diverse portrayals of women as president, vice president, secretary of state, and numerous other executive branch positions. This trend is important in that “Hollywood decided to elect minorities and women to the presidency some time before reality moved in that direction.”32 The significance is that even though these characters are fictional, they can function “as a propositional argument that women can serve as chief executives equal to men and that, to the extent that sexism endures in US society, it is recognized as anachronistic, ridiculous, or corrupt.”33 The portrayal of women in all types of political leadership positions, even if fictional, helps one to imagine that it is possible.34

At present, there are several popular and award-winning shows that prominently feature women in high-ranking executive political positions. While some of the plot lines are more realistic than others, the diversity of the characters themselves along with the specific genre of entertainment bodes well for broadening the diversity of views among Americans when it comes to women leaders. For example, in its sixth and final season in the fall of 2019, the CBS drama Madam Secretary shows Secretary of State Elizabeth McCord, portrayed by Téa Leoni, making the decision to run for president. On Showtime’s spy thriller Homeland, in its sixth season in the spring of 2017, US Senator Elizabeth Keane of New York is elected president. And on HBO’s political satire Veep, Julia Louis-Dreyfus portrays Selina Meyer, a former US senator from Maryland who becomes vice president and ultimately succeeds to the presidency when the current president resigns. The show, which debuted in 2012 and ended a seven-season run in 2019, was critically acclaimed from the start. Veep has won numerous awards, including an Emmy for outstanding comedy series for its fourth, fifth, and sixth seasons, and through 2017, Louis-Dreyfus had won six consecutive Emmys for best actress. Two other successful and recent television dramas that have featured women as president include ABC’s Scandal and Netflix’s House of Cards. The characters of Mellie Grant on Scandal and Claire Underwood on House of Cards both become president immediately following their
husband’s tenure in the White House, and while each character certainly had flaws that might impede their political success in a real-life setting, they, along with the other recent portrayals of women in political power, nonetheless continue to move the public’s perception of a woman president away from a mere oddity or anomaly.

The Running Mate Drought

Electing the first woman vice president would also break a significant political barrier. To date, 14 vice presidents have gone on to become president, either through succession (following the death or resignation of the president) or election in their own right. Since Geraldine Ferraro’s historic bid for the vice presidency as Democrat Walter Mondale’s running mate in 1984, only one other woman has been nominated for vice president—Alaska governor Sarah Palin in 2008.

Following Ferraro’s candidacy, public anticipation for the second female running mate remained high. Why did it take another 24 years before another major party nominated a woman for vice president, and why have the Democrats not done so a second time?

Perhaps most importantly, despite all the progress made in women gaining elective office during the past three decades, few women have achieved the types of positions that would place them in the pool of potential presidential or even vice-presidential candidates. Thus, the most tangible problem when considering the prospects of electing a woman president is simply that so few women are in the “on-deck circle”—a short list of presidential candidates, put together in part by the news media through speculation as well as the behavior and travel patterns of notable politicians (for example, who is traveling to Iowa and New Hampshire, or speaking at high-profile party events, in the months leading up to the first nomination contests). This on-deck circle exists of roughly thirty to forty individuals in any given presidential election year, and can include governors, prominent US senators, a few members of the House of Representatives, and a handful of recent governors or vice presidents who have remained prominent in the news media. These “lists” are now generated prior to the completion of the presidential election at hand as political pundits want to start handicapping future presidential races.

This presents an interesting quandary for women seeking the White House; few women have served as state governors or in the other posi-
tions that would make them viable as potential candidates. In addition, four of the last seven presidents served as a state governor (Jimmy Carter of Georgia, Ronald Reagan of California, Bill Clinton of Arkansas, and George W. Bush of Texas), and two were considered outsiders (Barack Obama, who had only been US senator from Illinois for two years prior to launching his presidential campaign, and Donald Trump, who had no prior political, or even military, experience). Only one recent president (George H. W. Bush) was a political insider, having served as Reagan’s vice president for eight years. Also, while women are often traditionally considered outsiders, the masculinity inherent in the office of the presidency works against them when compared to an excellent campaigner like Obama or a bombastic CEO and reality television star like Trump. That is not to say, however, that a woman candidate with as little political experience as Obama or no political experience as Trump could not similarly benefit from the uniqueness of the political environment and succeed as Obama and Trump did in 2008 and 2016, respectively. Much can be determined by the uniqueness of the political environment, as witnessed in 2016 regarding a strong antiestablishment mood among the electorate as well as a high level of fear and/or resentment over the shifting political order, likely inspired by eight years of a black president who threatened the traditional social order.

The fact remains, however, that women candidates do not often find their way into the quadrennial group of potential presidential candidates. No woman has ever served as vice president, and in Congress, no woman had ever held a top leadership position until Nancy Pelosi became the House Democratic Minority Leader in 2003; the final leadership barrier was broken in the House of Representatives when Pelosi became Speaker of the House in January 2007 and returned to the position in January 2019. However, as of 2019, she remains the only woman to hold a top congressional leadership position. Given the recent preference among American voters for executive leadership experience at the state level, women have been especially disadvantaged. As of 2019, only 44 women have ever served as governor (and three succeeded their husbands in the job), and while being governor of a large state is one of the most likely stepping stones to being considered a viable candidate for the White House, only one of the six largest electoral states (California, New York, Texas, Florida, Illinois, and Pennsylvania) has ever elected a woman as governor (Democrat Ann Richards served one term as Texas governor, elected in 1990; Miriam Amanda “Ma” Ferguson, a
Democrat, served as governor from 1925–1927 and 1933–1935, replacing her husband, who was impeached).  

While serving as a state governor is certainly not the only path to the White House, the dearth of women who have executive experience—either in politics or business—leaves fewer women on the presidential short list. In addition, while the women currently serving in the US Senate enjoy high profiles in American politics, the Senate is traditionally not the place to look for a presidential candidate. Obama became the first president elected directly from the Senate since John F. Kennedy’s election in 1960, and only the third in US history (the other being Warren Harding, elected in 1920). The lack of women leaders in Congress also tends to keep women off the presidential short list. In addition, recent research has shown that the candidate emergence phase of a campaign—moving from a potential to an actual candidate—represents one of the biggest hurdles for women to overcome, particularly in seeking the presidency. A gender gap seems to exist in political ambition, which is attributed to the fact that women are significantly less likely than men to receive encouragement (either from a current or former politician or from a financial supporter) to run for office or to deem themselves qualified to run for office.  

Plan of the Book

As it has been for some time, electing a woman president remains both a timely and important topic. In this volume, we bring a scholarly perspective, based on our training as political scientists, to this much talked about and critical question. Even though more scholarship has emerged in recent years on this topic, much of the popular commentary about electing a woman president still lacks substantive analysis beyond public opinion polls or cable news talking points. However, the “post—Hillary Clinton era” offers the perfect opportunity to reassess what we know about women as presidential candidates and to analyze the potential success for women running for the White House in the next two presidential election cycles. This is particularly relevant for the Democratic Party in 2020 with several women seeking the nomination, which is creating a watershed moment for women in politics. An important question that has already emerged is whether women candidates can build on the momentum of Clinton’s historic campaign in 2016, or does her loss suggest that major barriers for women candidates have yet to be
broken? In other words, did Clinton lose because of her gender, because she was Hillary Clinton running against Donald Trump, or both? In addition, how does the uniqueness of the presidential election process, as well as the office of the presidency itself, contribute to the challenges that women candidates may face?

To address these issues, the chapters that follow provide a scholarly assessment of the political environment in 2020 and beyond and how those factors will either benefit or inhibit women presidential candidates. The first section of the book considers the context of gender on the campaign trail by looking at key institutional factors, including political parties, campaign finance, and the news media. Presidential selection is a “complex and chaotic process” that has a “dramatic effect not only on the election outcome but also on setting the stage for the president’s future governing prospects.” As such, how gender may or may not contribute to that process is essential in assessing a woman candidate’s viability. In Chapter 2, Anne Pluta and Misty Knight-Finley analyze the demographic characteristics of the women in the 103rd and 116th congresses, comparing levels of education, prior work and political experience, and age. These characteristics help explain the role of political parties in building a pipeline for women in politics. In Chapter 3, Victoria Farrar-Myers assesses the state of fundraising for women candidates seeking the presidency based on recent fundraising data from women congressional candidates. Both chapters show the importance of congressional elections in creating a pathway for women presidential candidates by assessing the similarities and differences of the electoral process at each level. In Chapter 4, Meredith Conroy reviews gender conflict framing in both rhetoric and media coverage during presidential campaigns, which pits candidates’ gender differences against one another. This means that while feminine traits like willingness to compromise and compassion are positive qualities, when media coverage disparages femininity in politics, women candidates can be at a disadvantage.

The next two chapters move beyond institutional aspects of the electoral process to explore the social aspects of gender and how that impacts women politicians seeking the presidency. Various factors, including media trends (both legacy and social media), public policy discussions, and popular culture, to name a few, join together to create the political environment that politicians at all levels of government must navigate. Media and popular culture in particular set the stage for the formation of social perceptions and priorities, which reveals much about how Americans value and assess gender within our culture.
In Chapter 5, Caroline Heldman considers how the issues of sexism and sexual violence shaped the 2016 presidential election and analyzes how that might influence the 2020 election, given the prominence of the #MeToo movement and other social justice campaigns based on issues of gender equity. In Chapter 6, Linda Beail and Lilly Goren provide an analysis of the changing portrayals of women political leaders in popular culture and explain how voters often access and integrate storytelling narratives within popular entertainment when making choices at the ballot box. The political environment is constructed, in part, through a media-driven reality, and understanding fictionalized portrayals of women as powerful political leaders can help explain the power of political socialization in how voters view women presidential candidates.

In the latter chapters, institutional aspects of governing are considered. Once elected, a president faces unique challenges from both the constitutional and institutional features of the office and must contend with various domestic and foreign policy matters, as well as managing the many executive branch agencies and the federal bureaucracy. No other job, either within politics, the business world, or the military, can prepare a president for the day-to-day responsibilities of serving as the chief executive and commander in chief. Chapter 7 provides a unique bridge from the previous chapters on social expectations about gender to help explain the importance of the first spouse as a political actor, albeit unofficial, within the White House. Brian Frederick, Laurel Elder, and Barbara Burrell analyze the evolving view of presidential candidate spouses and consider the public’s expectations and possible reactions to the spouses of future women candidates as well as the possibility of having a first gentleman or first partner as opposed to a first lady. In Chapter 8, Karen Hult addresses the status of women as executive branch leaders at all levels of government, and how that shapes the potential pool of presidential candidates in both positive and negative ways. Despite the perceived importance of executive leadership experience, however, the six women competing in the Democratic primaries in the early months of 2019 had little to no executive political experience (five are members of Congress and one is an author). In Chapter 9, Meena Bose examines the challenges and opportunities for women presidential candidates in the twenty-first century, focusing in particular on the demands created in the post-9/11 era for protecting US national security and combating terrorism. She offers case studies of Hillary Clinton, Sarah Palin, and Carly Fiorina regarding this issue and how it affected their national campaigns.
Finally, Chapter 10 provides a brief assessment of the current political environment as it is unfolding during these early months of the 2020 presidential campaign, and what that means for the possibility of electing a woman president in this, or the next, presidential campaign cycle.
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